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ABSTRACT
We measured the prevalence (or rate) of patient-note mismatches (clinical notes judged to pertain to another patient) in the electronic medical record. The rate ranged from 0.5% (95% CI 0.2% to 1.7%) before a pop-up window intervention to 0.3% (95% CI 0.1% to 1.1%) after the intervention. Clinicians discovered patient-note mismatches in 0.05−0.03% of notes, or about 10% of actual mismatches. The reduction in rates after the intervention was statistically significant. Therefore, while the patient-note mismatch rate is low compared to published rates of other documentation errors, it can be further reduced by the design of the user interface.

INTRODUCTION
The nation-wide adoption of electronic health records through programs like HITECH\(^1\) makes it important to understand both the unintended consequences of clinical utilization of these systems as well as the paper record vulnerabilities that persist in electronic record systems. A number of unintended consequences have been identified,\(^2−4\) but there is little knowledge of the rate at which such events occur.\(^5\) A better knowledge of rates would allow designers and users to prioritize their response to these events, which will likely consist of studies, redesign, and training.

We addressed a particular health-record-related adverse event, the presence of a patient note in another patient’s record, which we will refer to here as a patient-note mismatch. Patient-note mismatches can potentially lead to errors in diagnosis or therapy if another health worker reads the note and takes an action that is inappropriate for the patient. There is a risk of patient-note mismatches with paper records, and the problem may be increased or decreased with electronic health records. There is currently little in the literature on this particular adverse event.

Based on our use of electronic health records at a teaching hospital, we estimated the rate of patient-note mismatches. We implemented an intervention in the middle of the study period that was intended to minimize the mismatch rate, and we measured its effect.

CASE DESCRIPTION
We estimated the prevalence of patient-note mismatches in two steps: first we quantified the rate of clinician-discovered mismatches between the note and the patient record, and then we inferred the total rate of mismatches by looking at inconsistencies between notes and the rest of the patient record. While the clinician-discovered mismatches were likely to underestimate the total mismatch rate, they provided a subset from which we could estimate correction factors for the full sample, and they provided a directly measurable parameter that could be tracked to infer changes in the overall rate.

During the study period, clinicians used a clinical information system to write electronic notes. If a clinician realized or believed that a note (usually their own note) was present in the electronic health record pertaining to another patient, he or she reported it via a feedback button, and the note was blocked from view by information technology staff (users could not block notes by themselves). We measured the rate at which clinicians reported patient-note mismatches.

To estimate the total rate of patient-note mismatches including those which were unreported, we could not rely on straightforward manual review because the expected rate was low. We therefore created an enriched sample to estimate the rate. We noted that cases where note and the electronic health record’s patient demographics differ in gender will occur frequently in patient-note mismatches but rarely in the general population. That is, if gender mismatch and patient-note mismatch are uncorrelated, then about half the patient-note mismatches should have the wrong gender. There are two effects that need to be accounted for, however. First, a user may be more likely to notice a mismatch between the true subject of the note and the health record if the gender does not match. Second, the note may be on the right patient but simply have a gender error in the note or in the patient record (or, less frequently, there could be a true gender change). Therefore, we used the set of clinician-discovered mismatches to estimate the correction from the gender mismatch rate to the patient-note mismatch rate.

During the study period, we introduced an intervention to minimize the patient-note mismatch rate. Before December 2007, the user interface showed the patient’s name, gender, birthdate, and medical record number at the top of the screen that was used to write the note, and the user completed the note by clicking a submit button. In December 2007, a pop-up window was added to reiterate the patient’s name and medical record number (figure 1).

METHOD OF IMPLEMENTATION
Our detailed methods for each step are as follows. For clinician-discovered mismatches, we reviewed note block requests from January to October 2007, and from January to October 2008 (November—December 2007 was unavailable). These two cohorts were sampled and reviewed manually to determine the rate at which the reason for the request was a patient-note mismatch.
To estimate the full mismatch rate, we analyzed all admission notes written between 2001 and 2009 (not just those that were reported). We chose admission notes because a high proportion of them are likely to specify gender. We developed a regular expression parser to extract the gender of the patient from the notes and compared that gender to what was coded in the health record. Those whose gender did not match were considered parser positive for gender mismatch, denoted G. For the admission notes that were identified by clinicians as having a patient-note mismatch, we estimated the following:

\[ P(G|M \cap A), \]  
where I signifies a clinician-identified patient-note mismatch, and A signifies an admit note. We made the assumption that the probability in equation 1 was approximately equal to the corresponding probability for all patient-note mismatches, denoted M, where \( I \subseteq M \):

\[ P(G|M \cap A) = P(G|I \cap A) \]  
(2)

That is, we assumed that the clinician-identified set was not biased with respect to gender mismatches. We sampled the set of all parser positive cases, G, and estimated the probability of a patient-note mismatch:

\[ P(M|G \cap A) \]  
(3)

We counted the number of parser positive cases out of all admission notes that we attempted to parse in order to estimate the following probability:

\[ P(G|A) \]  
(4)

The desired probability of a patient-note mismatch in an admission note can then be derived from the probabilities in equations 2–4, and equation 1 estimates 2:

\[ P(M|A) = \frac{P(M|G \cap A)P(G|A)P(M|A)}{P(G|A)P(M|G \cap A)P(M|A)} = \frac{P(M|G \cap A)P(G|A)}{P(G|A)P(M|G \cap A)} = \frac{P(M|G \cap A)}{P(G|A)} = \frac{P(G|M \cap A)}{P(G|I \cap A)} \]  
(5)

Thus the patient-note mismatch rate for admission notes is estimated by a combination of measurable parameters. Note that by using this approach, it is not necessary for all patient-note mismatches to have a gender mismatch or for all gender mismatches to have a patient-note mismatch. The gender mismatches merely supply an enriched (but imperfect) sample that can be used to estimate the patient-note mismatch rate.

To assess the effect of the intervention, we assessed the change in rate of clinician-discovered mismatches and the change in the estimated rate of gender mismatches for January—October 2007 versus January—October 2008. The institutional review board approved the study.

**EXAMPLE AND OBSERVATIONS**

Table 1 shows the number of clinician feedback emails in the two 10-month periods in 2007 and 2008. Approximately half were sampled, and about half of those were note block requests for patient-note mismatches. The rates of clinician-reported patient-note mismatches per note written were 0.0005 and 0.0003 for 2007 and 2008, respectively, and the difference was statistically significant. The gender mismatched on 30% of patient-note mismatches, and it did not differ significantly between the two periods.

From 2001 to 2009, there were 199,158 admission notes, and 126,186 were successfully parsed; 375 were parser positive for gender mismatch. We found that the parser had a recall of 60% and a precision of 98% for finding true gender mismatches (these numbers were not used in the calculations below because the parser merely created an enriched set). There were 16 admission notes in the set of clinician-discovered patient-note mismatches, three of which were parser positive for gender mismatch. Fifty-seven of the 575 parser positive cases were sampled, and 28 were found to be patient-note mismatches. Therefore, using equation 5, the overall patient-note mismatch rate was as follows (95% CI in parentheses):

\[ P(M|A) = \frac{25}{57} \times \frac{375}{199,158} = \frac{16}{3} \times 0.0044 \left(0.0019 - 0.0155\right) \]

We repeated the analysis using the parser positive gender mismatch rates for 2007 and 2008, where \( A_{2007} \) and \( A_{2008} \) signify the admission notes in the years 2007 and 2008, respectively:

\[ P(M|A_{2007}) = \frac{25}{57} \times \frac{87}{41300} = \frac{16}{3} \times 0.0049 \left(0.0021 - 0.0173\right) \]
\[ P(M|A_{2008}) = \frac{25}{57} \times \frac{58}{45080} = \frac{16}{3} \times 0.0051 \left(0.0014 - 0.0111\right) \]

The rates for 2007 and 2008 differed significantly at \( p<0.001 \) (the individual confidence intervals are wide, but the differences are significant because the numbers are correlated). Therefore, both the clinician-reported mismatch rate (\( p<0.004 \) in table 1) and the gender mismatch rate fell after the intervention. Figure 2 shows the monthly rate before and after the intervention both for clinician-reported mismatches and for gender mismatches. Even after a year, neither measure appears to return to baseline.

Given the estimated total patient-note mismatch rate and the rate of clinicians reporting mismatches, one can calculate the...
that window is minimal. marginal cost of adding the patient identi
re-entering a password in a pop-up window anyway, the receive a pop-up window. Now that notes are signed by simply submitted a note by clicking a submit button but did not
8 min of user time are required to avoid one patient-note corrected. Assuming 1 s to clear the pop-up window, about those of other electronic health records, as long as they do not use extraordinary measures (eg, enforce barcode matching for each, note, or pop up the patient’s photograph).
Second, the patient-note mismatch rate is based on estimates from clinician-discovered errors. The discovery process may have its own unique gender mismatch rate, rendering the assumption invalid. For some clinical specialties that are at least somewhat gender-specific (eg, gynecology or urology), the gender rate assumptions may not be correct, and this will limit the ability to detect mismatches by comparing gender. Similarly, we note that the term in equation 3 may differ by year because it is a posterior probability for mismatches and sensitive to mismatch prev-
our aggregation across years will tend to yield a more conservative result, and the true effect of the intervention may be higher. This does not affect the estimated overall rate.
Third, the rate for admission notes may differ from that for other notes. We believe, however, that our estimates at least approximate the overall rate. Finally, our method is convenient for patient-note mismatches, but it is not generalizable to most other unintended consequences of electronic health records. Extensive manual review is likely to be needed to vastly expand knowledge of error rates.
In conclusion, our study demonstrates that the prevalence of finding a note in another patient’s record, referred to here as the patient-note mismatch rate, is approximately 0.5%. We have demonstrated that the rate depends significantly on the design of the user interface.
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